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Economic Science Association North American Regional Meeting 

Location : Westward Look Resort, Tucson AZ

Organizers : Economics Science Association

Major Topics : Experimental Economics and the Real World

Conference Dates : 10/30/2003 to 10/30/2003

Submission Deadline : 8/15/2003

Send Submissions To : http://www.cirano.qc.ca/experimentaleconomics/esa/

Sponsoring Organizations : 

For further information contact : 

Web Page : http://www.cirano.qc.ca/experimentaleconomics/esa/

Economic Science Association North American Regional Meeting Westward Look Resort, Tucson AZ, October 30-
November 1 http://www.cirano.qc.ca/experimentaleconomics/esa/ Experimental Economics and the Real World 
Submissions: The focus of the conference is on the relevance of experimental economics for the real world. 
Submissions are welcome on any topic, but we especially encourage submission of papers and sessions on the 
following topics: Experimental tests of public policies Experimental input to public policy formation Experimental 
studies of market and non-market institutions Studies that combine field and experimental data to address a theoretical 
or policy issue Methodological considerations in extending experimental procedures to the field Cross-cultural studies 
Field experiments Studies examining heterogeneity or individual differences in decision making Studies examining the 
effect of framing Papers need not be experimental: submission of theoretical or empirical papers that have relevance 
for experimental economics are also welcome. The deadline for submitting and abstract is August 15. A program will 
be posted in early September. Lodging: All sessions will be held at the Westward Look Resort in the foothills of the 
Tucson mountains. The ESA has reserved a block of rooms for $120 per night. Instructions for making reservations 
are on the link below. Registration: Please follow the link on the website below to register for the conference. You can 
also use this opportunity to your membership. Click on this link to submit an abstract and register: 
http://www.cirano.qc.ca/experimentaleconomics/esa/ Please forward this email to other listservs and individuals who 
might be interested in attending. See you in Tucson! Catherine Eckel North American Vice President Economics 
Science Association eckelc@vt.edu Kate Johnson Experimental Economics Group CIRANO: Centre for 
Interuniversity Research and Analysis of Organizations johnsonc@cirano.qc.ca 
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